
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

P O Box 12426 
Thorndon 

Wellington, 6144 
 

 
19 June 2018 
 
Ambassador Wu Xi 
Embassy of the People’s Republic of China 
P O Box 17-257 
Karori 
Wellington 
 
 
Dear Ambassador Wu Xu 
 
Historic Places Wellington (HPW) asks you please to consider saving the facades of the two 
wooden houses the Embassy owns at 53 and 55 Rugby St, the site of its new Chancellery 
building. 
 
Historic Places Wellington promotes the identification, protection and conservation of 
historic Places in the Wellington region for the benefit of communities and the general 
public.   HPW informs, educates and advises the public on the significance of historic 
heritage.   
 
We have asked several times to meet with the Embassy to discuss the heritage value of 
these unusual terrace houses, and to have an opportunity to provide background 
information about them.  
 
Last year HPW welcomed the publicly reported comments from Embassy staff that the 
facades of the heritage buildings would be saved by incorporation into the planned new 
complex.  We also welcome the current intention to save the historic facade of the entrance 
to the former Boys Institute on Tasman St.  
 
We were very concerned however to see that the plans published in the Dompost recently 
did not appear to show the retention of the facades of the Rugby St houses as previously 
promised.  We understand from the Wellington City Council planning staff that there was 
not much discussion about the Rugby St houses and no opportunity for WCC heritage staff 
to discuss the matter.  HPW was a registered “concerned neighbour”. 
 



We note that the Embassy has now received a Certificate of Compliance which enables the 
lawful demolition of the houses. This was possible because the houses were not legally 
protected by listing on the Heritage Schedule of the Wellington District Plan nor by Heritage 
New Zealand. This was despite a lot of community support for them to be protected by 
various groups, including HPW over the past ten or more years. 
 
Historic Places Wellington welcomes a new Embassy being built for China.  Aside from this 
unfortunate turn of events, we had every reason to look forward most positively to the new 
buildings on a prominent site in this city whose heritage and history we all love and care for. 
 
Please consider all design options for retaining these lovely old houses.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Felicity Wong 
Acting Chair, HPW 
felicity_wong@icloud.com 
Tel: 0212410441 
https://historicplaceswellington.org 
  
 


